
Nicework will solve your communication 
problems with strategy led design. We tell 

visual stories that are clear, engaging and 
crafted specifically to your audience.  

Demographica appointed the Nicework team to 
manage our entire re-brand from name conception to 
logo and finally to website. The experience and the end 
product were both, in short, awesome. Since then we 
have used Nicework in numerous projects and have no 
hesitation in referring them to our clients.

Warren Moss
Founder and CEO, Demographica

There is a lack of insight into your organization's key audience

Communicating your value proposition in an engaging 
way is proving difficult

The tools your sales team uses could be MUCH better

Your messaging creates confusion in the market

The company credential presentation is outdated, 
long and actually a bit painful

A high stakes project needs to be done but you lack 
the skill set that is needed

Environmental change has uncovered the need 
for a brand refresh
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DO YOU FACE THESE OR 
SIMILAR PROBLEMS?

WE CAN 
HELP YOU!



1 / Discovery 3 / Reconstruction 4 / Bring it to life2 / Insight

We’ll present our 
findings and ask you 
to prioritise the work 
needed. It won’t be 
easy but it will get 
everyone aligned 
and clear on the 
vision and plan.

All this strategy has to 
actually come to life! 
Our design, illustration 
and video skills will tell 
your story to your 
audience in a way 
that makes your 
competitors sad.

Re-framing your brand 
and communications to 
uncover patterns, gaps 
and opportunities. This is 
where we pair our ideas 
with your strategy.

Funnily enough, expect 
more questions.

Expect lot’s of questions.
To create value, we need the 
right inputs. First, we need to 
understand your broader business 
strategy. Then your value proposition, 
market, audience, brand, messaging , 
and marketing materials. Finally, we’ll 
work with you to decide what success 
looks like and use that as our target 
(ROI measurements when Exco asks)

HOW NICEWORK WORKS
Our proven methodology is borne of hundreds of client interactions 
and years of experience. Don’t be fooled by it’s simplicity!

A POWERFUL CREDENTIAL BUILDING CLIENT LOGO STRIP™

I cannot tell you how well received our website is and how 
positive the feedback is that I am getting from so many 
different sides. I think that we and Nicework really need 
to be on the lookout for entering this into the various 
website awards for design, functionality and content.

David Lewis
Executive Director, Corruption Watch



Strategy - get clarity, 
consensus and a way forward
Articulate your value proposition
Define your market
Define your audience and their pain points
Develop your key messages
Uncover opportunities
Align your team
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Branding - A new beginning 
or revitalisation
Find a name that is clear, 
memorable and exciting
Build a visual identity that aligns
with your organisation and audience
Clarify your tone, positioning and 
messaging

Graphic Design - A visual way of
 getting your message across
Imagine the same font and colour 
applications across your whole organisation
Publish a book showcasing your achievements
Roll out stationary and other collateral after 
your brand is completed

THE NICEWORK 
TOOLBOX

Presentations - Communicate 
better than ever before
Successfully tell your company's story 
internally and externally
Turbo charge your sales team
Deliver your department's key messages 
to other departments or the board 

Websites - Position your business 
as leaders when you are not there to
Generate sales leads
Deliver insight to a wide audience
Build credibility with existing or 
new customers

Film & Animation - Nothing tells 
a story like a film
Explain features and benefits of your 
product in an engaging way
Celebrate success with event 
graphics and video
Document learning

Nicework is an energetic, passionate, 
design-focused and ideas-driven company… 
They are far more than a creative agency filled with 
enthusiastic people- they are committed partners 
who will do whatever it takes to realise a project.”

Brett Wilks
Associate, Bentel Associates International



ABOUT
NICEWORK

OPEN COLLABORATIVE FUN
DYNAMIC AGILE HONEST

How we like to work (all said with really powerful words) 

The 10 person Nicework team is made 
up of  strategists, designers, illustrators, 
animators and thinkers. We also have a 
killer production team who make sure 
everything is on track and in budget. 

1 / We’ve been around for 9 years

2 / We’re based in Johannesburg but work in Europe and the UAE

3 / We are a BEE Level 2 contributor

4 / Member of the Entrepreneurs Organisation Johannesburg

5 / Organise CreativeMornings Johannesburg

T +27 11 482 7380
www.nicework.co.za
2nd Floor, The Anchor Building, 
The Media Mill, 7 Quince Street, 
Milpark, 2192, JHB, SA

POP IN FOR A 
CUP OF TEA


